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An Image-based Approach in Animating Painting Procedure
of Chinese Ink Painting

Lijie Yang · Tianchen Xu · Xiaoshan Li

Abstract This paper proposes an image-based approach

for animating the painting procedure of Chinese ink

painting. For a given painting image, it can be first

decomposed into a set of brush strokes based on Chi-

nese ink painting knowledge. And then its vectorization

model with extracted trajectories can be obtained. Fi-

nally, the painting can be animated dynamically stroke

by stroke with real-time rendering techniques for guar-

anteeing the same ink effects as the original. This re-

sult is useful for both the masterpiece appreciation and

study of Chinese ink paintings.

Keywords Painting trajectory · Stroke-based render-

ing · Chinese ink painting

1 Introduction

Chinese ink painting is one of the traditional Chinese

painting styles with high aesthetic value. Brush stroke-

based painting is the most important feature of Chinese

ink painting, which is different from western water-

color painting. The objective of this paper is to re-

demonstrate the painting procedure of Chinese ink paint-

ing stroke by stroke based on the proposed approach.

Imitation of masterpieces is a common way to learn Chi-

nese ink painting. However, how to archive this goal is

not a trivial issue, in which we need first extract each
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Fig. 1 Masterpieces of Chinese ink painting(a) with key
parts in one fish image(b).

brush stroke from the given image, and then order them

properly based on the Chinese ink painting knowledge,

and finally the painting procedure can be animated by

the real-time rendered ink strokes one by one. There-

fore, people can use the animation results to appreci-

ate and study the masterpieces of Chinese ink painting,

such as the work shown in Figure 1(a) of the famous

artist Qi-Baishi, which is used to as a case study to

illustrate our work in the paper.

The main contribution of this work is that we present

an image-based approach of animating Chinese ink paint-

ing procedure. It contains the following two models:

– A brush stroke model: contains the vectoriza-

tion information of all painting strokes and their

extracted trajectories.

– A real-time rendering model: we animate paint-

ing procedures by techniques of Multipass Texture

Rendering. The real-time rendering model can pro-

duce the same ink effects as the original painting,

such as key parts shown in Figure 1(b).
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Fig. 2 Overview of our approach.

In recent years, several related works on Chinese

ink painting have been proposed. There are some works

on constructing the virtual physical models of Chinese

brush for simulating ink effects [1] [3]. A promising

scheme in [2] [4] [5], studies on generating cartoon ani-

mation from Chinese painting images. Compared with

these existing works, our approach mainly focuses on

animating the painting procedure of brush movement

according to the stokes, as well as guaranteeing the

same ink effects as the original.

The overview of our approach consists of three parts,

shown in Figure 2.

– Preprocessing (Green box): after image process-

ing, we obtain the brush strokes of a painting image

by employing a stroke decomposition method.

– A brush stroke model (Blue boxes): there are

three methods: vectorization of the strokes and paint-

ing trajectory extraction, as well as an ellipse model
for simulating real brush footprints.

– Real-time rendering model (Yellow box): the

above steps are off-line processes. Based on GPU,

each footprint is rendered in real time by Normal

Color Blending Model.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 describes the preprocessing. Section 3 and 4

present how to build the brush stroke model and real-

time rendering model from the given image. Section 5

demonstrates the animation results by our developed

system. Finally, Section 6 draws a conclusion and dis-

cusses future work.

2 Preprocessing

Given a painting image such as Figure 1, we need to

preprocess it including denoising, binarization, smooth-

ing, stroke decomposition and tracing contours. Here

Fig. 3 Stroke decomposition.

for ease to describe, we take the fish painting as an

example.

– Denoising and binarization: we first denoise it

by Filtering operation and then binarize it, as the

painting image is generally noise. As for the special

parts of image (e.g. ”dry brush” in Figure 1(b)),

some manual means might be applied.

– Stroke decomposition: we employ a stroke de-

composition method proposed by Xu et al. [5] to

obtain the brush strokes that hypothetically pro-

duced the image as shown in Figure 3. Meanwhile,

we order all the brush strokes in painting sequence

according to the average gray value of each brush

stroke.

– Contour tracing: After decomposition, we trace

contours of all the brush strokes by Canny edge de-

tection.

3 Brush Stroke Model

In real word, brush footprints with the professional

brushwork move along the painting trajectory and de-

posit ink on Xuan paper. In this section, we prepare
off-line parameters for the rendering process by stroke

vectorization and painting trajectory.

3.1 Stroke Vectorization

Before extracting painting trajectory and building el-

lipse model, we extract descriptions of brush strokes.

The key of this process is the use of piecewise Bézier

curve. In detail (shown in Figure 4), pixel-based con-

tour of each stroke is divided into two parts P1 and

P2. After Bézier curve fitting, we obtain curves C1 and

C2. Finally the process outputs S1 and S2, which are

sampled from C1 and C2, with the same numbers of

points N .

3.2 Painting Trajectory

Our painting trajectory method is inspired by a tra-

jectory algorithm of Yang et al. [7]. By contract, our
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Fig. 4 Steps in vectorization of a brush stroke.

Fig. 5 Painting trajectory.

method would be more automatic and trajectory curve

is calculated by piecewise Bézier curve, instead of the

straight lines. With the outputs of stroke vectorization,

the points on a trajectory are calculated by the middle

points M between S1 and S2, since most painting tra-

jectories are roughly located at centers of the strokes.

In Figure 5 the middle curve presents the trajectory of

”Body” stroke in Fish painting.

3.3 Ellipse Model

As painting, footprint of bristles at any time of the

painting procedure forms an intersection between brush

and Xuan paper. Inspired by a virtual brush model of

Helena et al. [6], we simulate the intersection region by

an ellipse E with center o. Using the outputs of vec-

torization and trajectory, we define ellipses along the

painting trajectory. The detailed calculation is followed,

as shown in Figure 6.

– Edge the coordinate of ei(exi,eyi) on the edge of E

is calculated by Equation 1.{
exi = exi′+ oxi = (di · cos θi − di · sin θi)
eyi = eyi′+ oyi = (di · cos θi + di · sin θi)

(1)

– Center center points are sampled from trajectory

curves.

– Axes A and B are the minor and major axes of E.

k and k′ are crossing points of B and C. Generally,

the distance between k and o is equal to that of k′
and o.

Fig. 6 Our brush stroke model. An intersection region be-
tween brush and paper(a) is simulated by an ellipse model(b).

– Rotation θrot denotes rotation of E that is an angle

between X-axis and A. Since tangent of oi decides

the moving direction in a discrete environment, we

use two adjoining centers oi and oi+1 to calculate

θrot.

Therefore, in this way, the interaction region has

been quantized as geometric data of the ellipses.

4 Real-time Rendering Model

The above steps provide the quantitative parameters to

our rendering model. Via our rendering model, the ex-

pressive ink effects, e.g. dry brush, ink layering, ink dif-

fusion etc., can be displayed in a dynamic way. Besides,

we utilize programmable GPU to enhance efficiency of

our algorithm. Confined to the length of the paper, here

we just presents the rendering process for one frame.

4.1 Rendering Pipeline

Our rendering model utilizes GPU-based vertex shader

and pixel shader. However, due to the jagged problem of

ellipses, we add a preparation pass for the accumulation

count. As shown in Figure 7, our rendering process is

followed:

– Preparation Pass-Accumulation Count it ren-

ders a 2D texture as the accumulation buffer, and

blending operation of the primitive is denoted by

Equation 2.

co = αscs + cd [over operator] (2)

where cs is color of transparent object (as source);

αs is alpha value of the object; cd is pixel value

before blending (as destination); co is color result.

– Pass 0-Mapping and Sampling it renders a 2D

texture as the mapped sample texture. For mapping,

this pass maps each ellipse to the original image. For

Sampling, we sample the image for diffusing ellipses

according to the mapped texture coordinates.
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Fig. 7 Our rendering pipeline.

Fig. 8 Our solution to jagged problem.

– Pass 1-Render static (diffused) ellipses the ren-

dering target of this pass is a 2D texture as a back-

ground.

– Pass 2-Render dynamic (diffusing) ellipses it

renders a 2D texture as a Frame-buffer.

In Pass 0, 1 and 2, Equation 3 is used for blending

operation of the primitive.

co = αscs + (1− α)cd [over operator] (3)

4.2 Weight Allocation

In Normal Color Blending Model, the sampled textures

of the overlapped ellipses will be rendered for many

times. So the jagged problem must be caused (as shown

in Figure 8(a)). Nevertheless, inspired by Overlapping

Accumulation Counting and Weight Allocation for Alpha-

channel in Skin-skeleton Animation, we consider each

ellipse should have its own transparent value and the

problem can be solved by weight allocation, as shown

in Figure 8(b). Besides, It makes the rendering result

more natural.

5 Results

As Figure 1(a) is an input, Figure 9 shows a series

of screenshots of our developed system, which demon-

strates the painting procedure of one fish. Meanwhile

Figure 10 presents a final result that provides the same

ink effects as the original painting.

Fig. 9 Simulation results by our developed system.

Fig. 10 Simulation results by our developed system.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a novel approach to animating Chi-

nese ink painting procedure with the same ink effects

as the original masterpieces. The work is helpful to ap-

preciate and study of Chinese ink painting. And the

approach should also be applicable to other styles of

stroke-based paintings or drawings. We will improve our

system with more automatic functionality and extend

this work to 3D animation of Chinese ink painting.
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